
GEOPOD™ 2

The Blackroc Technology 
Geopod ™ 2  adds
affordable GNSS capability 
to new and existing
computing devices.

F e a tu res  a t a  g la n c e :

BLACKROCTECHNOLOGYEngineered solutions in

A range of devices is available  providing global positioning from low cost sub-metre  grade solutions right up to professional survey grade GNSS, enabling fix accuracy to 1cm (RTK). You only pay for the accuracy you need.
Added to a tablet PC, the  Geopod ™ 2 allows the tablet to be field upgraded to a full high specification GNSS device, without any costly re-engineering of the tablet platform. It can be added to new and existing tablets, representing a low cost solution for tablet users, in the survey and construction markets.

-

Applications for the Geopod™ include GIS surveys, construction, field service, utility mapping, highway maintenance, local authority mapping and emergency services. 
The GeoPod™2 builds upon the features of Blackroc's  original GeoPod™1 to provide users with increased functionality. Location information can be collected by users of USB, Bluetooth or WiFi connected mobile devices 
including consumer tablets, mobile phones and industrial computing devices. The unit can also be used, self powered, in autonomous mode logging data without an attached host computer. 

Multi constellation supportThe GeoPod™2 supports multiple GNSS constellations, including GPS, GLONASS, BeiDou, and Galileo. Optional RTK corrections delivered over the cellular data network gives accuracies down to 1cm 
Spot markerUniquely, a laser spot marker is included. Along with the built-in accelerometer, the unit can be positioned over a mark and be guaranteed to be vertical. 
Self PoweredThe unit is powered by an internal 3 Ah Li-ion battery, recharged via the micro USB connector, delivering up to 8 hours operating time. 
Connectivity Connects to a host via a micro USB connector, Bluetooth or WiFi.Positioning data is made available to the host over a TCP/IP stream, or a Bluetooth 'virtual' Com port. Android devices receive data injected via their 'mock locations' function. For RTK capable models, the built-in NTRIP client also connects over TCP/IP to the host's wide area radio (cellular data) network. 
ConfigurationConfigured and monitored by use of an embedded web server.The unit can be monitored simply by use of a web browser on the host. Current status can be observed.
GoPro® Mounting SystemThe Geopod™2 features a fully GoPro®compatible mounting system. The optional mounting brackets combine with your choice of base to create a fully adaptable mount. Additionally, the Geopod™2 has mounting bosses for custom brackets for mounting to dedicated equipment.
Interchangeable AntennaThe Helicore active antenna supplied with the unit as standard, may be replaced by a cable attached external GNSS active antenna if desired.
Compatible with multiple platforms

DETAIL SURVEY ACCURACY WITHOUT A POLE
There is no need to haul around a heavy GNSS pole and antenna  for detail surveys if you 
use Blackroc's Geopod™ 2. The Geopod™ 2 is a small, lightweight, weatherproof, affordable 
GNSS rover which has an in-built, survey grade GNSS  helicore active  antenna, co-aligned with a laser spot marker, enabling accurate positioning over a ground mark. An internal accelerometer (or optionally, a spirit bubble), ensures verticality of the unit.



Standard Product Range

Other configurations of  the Geopod™2  are available covering the whole range of GNSS market requirements.  

GEOPOD    2 
This model is the entry level sub-metre grade professional GPS product. It is a 12 channel unit  aimed at general purpose GIS data capture 
and is capable of delivering a sub-metre horizontal fix accuracy of 70cm, just using SBAS corrections and the on-board L1 geo-helix active 
antenna. Capable of 50cm accuracy using  DGPS correction. 
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GEOPOD    2 - PRO
The Geopod 2 Pro is the first of the sub half-metre grade products and is a higher accuracy unit aimed at high accuracy GIS data capture.
It is GPS and Glonass enabled, and is a 120 channel unit capable of delivering a fix accuracy of 45cm in L1 mode using DGNSS correction. 
Just using SBAS it can deliver a fix accuracy of 60cm.
Another key benefit of the Pro unit is that it can later be field upgraded by software to the Elite version. 

GEOPOD    2 ELITE
The Geopod 2 Elite is a very high accuracy 120 channel survey grade product aimed at the land survey and construction markets. 
This unit is a full dual frequency RTK capable unit which will deliver an RMSH fix accuracy of 1 cm + 1ppm.  GPS and GLONASS enabled 
as standard,the Elite can also be field upgraded to include Galileo or Beidou.

For all units, cellular connection to DGNSS and RTK network correction services is enabled via GSM linkage in the host computer, e.g. typically 
your tablet or handheld field unit.

Accuracy indicated is based on horizontal (plan) fix (RMSH). RMSH means Root Mean Square Horizontal. Vertical fix accuracy is typically half as accurate as horizontal fix. 
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(For other configurations, please contact Blackroc)

Accuracy Native
SBAS
DGPS
RTK

Data Rate
Constellation

Channels
IP Rating
Size

Weight
Antenna Connector
External Antenna Voltage
Interfaces

1.5m
0.7m
0.5m

1.5m 1.5m
0.6m 0.6m
0.45m 0.45m

1cm +1ppm
1Hz 20Hz 1Hz

GPS
Glonass
Galileo
BeiDou

L1
L1 Glonass availableas an upgrade

L1
L1

L1, L2, L2C
L1, L2

E1,E5b available as an upgrade
B1,B2 availableas an upgrade 

14 120 120
IP65

98 x 58 x 33mm excluding antenna
150 x 58 x 33mm including antenna

SMA
Switchable 3V or 5V

Bluetooth, micro-USB, WiFi

Geopod 2 Geopod 2 Pro Geopod 2 EliteModel
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x x

x x
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10Hz availableas an upgrade
Up to 50Hz availableas an upgrade

E1,E5b available as an upgrade
B1,B2 availableas an upgrade 

Up to 50Hz availableas an upgrade

Blackroc Technology LtdDrummond Road
Astonfields StaffordST16 3HJ
United KIngdom

Phone: +44 (0)1785 218530
sales@blackroc.com
www.blackroc.com
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205 grams


